We explore the effect of magnetic field on chiral condensation in QCD via a simple bottom up holographic model which inputs QCD dynamics through the running of the anomalous dimension of the quark bilinear. Bottom up holography is a form of effective field theory and we use it to explore the dependence on the coefficients of the two lowest order terms linking the magnetic field and the quark condensate. In the massless theory, we identify a region of parameter space where magnetic catalysis occurs at zero temperature but inverse magnetic catalysis at temperatures of order the thermal phase transition. The model shows similar non-monotonic behaviour in the condensate with B at intermediate T as the lattice data. This behaviour is due to the separation of the meson melting and chiral transitions in the holographic framework. The introduction of quark mass raises the scale of B where inverse catalysis takes over from catalysis until the inverse catalysis lies outside the regime of validity of the effective description leaving just catalysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of strongly coupled theories at finite temperature in the presence of an external magnetic field is a topic of great interest for QCD. Cosmologically, large magnetic fields may have been present at phase transitions [1, 2] and such conditions are also being produced in collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [3] . A key question is how they impact on the thermal, chiral restoration transition. At zero temperature the strong dynamics of QCD forms a non-zero chiral condensate that breaks the gloabl chiral flavour symmetries to the vector subgroup. At high temperatures where asymptotic freedom sets in and renders the coupling small the condensate vanishes. The two phases are separated by a second order transition [4, 5] .
Recent lattice studies of QCD with light quarks and an applied magnetic field [6] [7] [8] have revealed some surprisingly complex behaviour. At zero temperature the magnetic field enhances the chiral condensate σ ≡-"magnetic catalysis" -as has generally been predicted [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . At temperatures near the critical temperature though the B field has been shown to reduce the chiral condensate and reduce the critical temperature of the transition -"inverse magnetic catalysis". At intermediate temperatures there is a non-monotonic behaviour with small B favouring chiral condensation but larger B disfavouring it. These results are summarized in Fig 1 taken from [7] .
There has been considerable work in a number of approaches to explain these results . One such approach is holography [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] which we will explore further here. In principle there should be a stringy holographic dual of QCD but it is not known and may be strongly coupled itself. Top-down duals of confining gauge dynamics, including those with quark fields, although typically in the quenched approximation, do exist and show many similar behaviours to QCD [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . These models have inspired bottom-up phenomenological models using the holographic framework that also provide a decent description of the QCD meson spectra [47, 48] and the quark-gluon plasma [49] . This latter approach is a form of effective field theory including renormalization group (RG) flow. There is no clear controlled power counting in such effective field theories but they nevertheless provide some insight into the dynamics and quantitative behaviour of the gauge dynamics. The effects of magnetic field in gauge theories with known duals has been studied in [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . [55] has explored the effect of magnetic field on the deconfinement transition associated in holography with the transition to a geometry with a black hole. AdS/QCD style models concentrate on the mesonic physics rather than gluonic physics and some explorations of magnetic field have been made in [53, 56] . Our work adds to this latter literature.
Our effective holographic model is the Dynamic AdS/QCD model introduced in [57] which is based on the DBI action of a probe D7 brane [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . The background space is AdS 5 so that there is a clear identification of the RG scale with the AdS radius, ρ. The chiral condensate σ is identified with a scalar field in the bulk (from the top down intuition this can be thought of as a brane embedding). The QCD dynamics at T = B = 0 is introduced by hand by giving the AdS scalar a radially dependent mass term so that the anomalous dimension, γ, of σ matches that in QCD perturbation theory (naively extrapolated to the strongly coupled regime near Λ QCD ). When the mass runs through the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) bound [58] (at which point γ = 1) the scalar becomes unstable and chiral condensation occurs [59] [60] [61] . Finite temperature can be introduced by replacing the AdS space with an AdS Schwarzschild black hole of the appropriate radius [39] . Here a single phenomenological parameter [62] allows us to dial the order of the phase transition and we pick it to give an appropriate second order transition
Lattice results for the change in the quark condensate as a function of magnetic field strength over a range of temperatures -figure taken from [7] .
to match QCD [4, 5] . As pointed out in [62] such models naturally predict that the meson melting transition [46, [63] [64] [65] occurs ahead of the chiral transition; in a top down picture, the flavour brane of the model smoothly encounters and then moves along the black hole horizon to reach the chirally symmetric phase. To this point the model has been tuned to match expectations in QCD.
We next introduce the two lowest order terms that link the chiral condensate field to a background magnetic field and study their impact. The coefficients of these terms are not a priori fixed and it is not surprising that by picking signs they can be made to favour or disfavour chiral condensation. The two terms have different temperature dependence so one can also play them off against each other to find regions of parameter space in which there is magnetic catalysis at low T but inverse magnetic catalysis at high T . This confirms that the effective description allows the behaviour seen in the QCD lattice simulations which is a positive sign for the approach but perhaps not surprising given the freedom of the model.
The model offers some more interesting insights though. It turns out that is possible to reproduce the QCD behaviour with just a single one of the two terms. The reason is that the term produces magnetic catalysis in the low T phase where the brane embedding lies off the black hole but inverse catalysis for the meson melted phase where the brane lies on the black hole. In the intermediate regime in the model σ(B, T ) exhibits nonmonotonicity, enhancing the condensate for small B but suppressing it at larger values. A summary of the typical behaviour we find is shown in Fig 2 for an artefact of large N though where the black hole description of temperature is very sharp (the horizon). We believe the holographic model sheds interesting light on the QCD results though.
Adjustment of the UV boundary conditions on the bulk field describing σ allows the study of heavier quarks also. Generically these are associated with embeddings that do not touch the black hole horizon and we see magnetic catalysis for such configurations persist to larger B. One should be careful though not to extrapolate the results to too large m or B since the holographic framework is presumably unreliable when the key physics is happening in the asymptotically free, weakly coupled regime. In this sense larger quark masses are associated with just catalysis in the allowed regime of validity.
II. A HOLOGRAPHIC MODEL OF QCD
Our model is sited in an AdS-space-time
to give a clear interpretation of ρ as the energy scale of the theory. The running of the theory will then be introduced through ρ dependent dimensions and couplings for the fields in the AdS-bulk representing operators in the gauge theory [57] .
For example, we introduce a dimension one field L(ρ) that describes the quark condensate with action
The equation of motion
2 where m is interpreted as the quark mass and σ as the quark condensate (at m = 0). In order for the QCD dynamics that triggers chiral condensation to be present, we include a running anomalous dimension for the quark condensate via a ρ dependent mass term for L. Such an additional term to the action, for example,
The quark condensate has dimension 3 − γ and the quark mass dimension 1 + γ in agreement with the usual definition of the anomalous dimension.
To impose the QCD dynamics, which we stress we will include by ansatz, we use the perturbative QCD one loop result for γ
and the two loop running result for α
where
and
Asymptotic freedom is present provided N f < 11/2N c . There is an IR fixed point with value
which rises to infinity at N f ∼ 2.6N c . Using the perturbative ansatz for the running is only valid in the far UV of the theory but it provides a sensible guess as to the form of the running in QCD. In fact for N c = N f = 3, the main case we study here, the two loop contribution has only a small effect on the deep IR. Going to two loops does allow study of walking and conformal window dynamics [66, 67] . We have explored that larger N f , N c parameter space with B field but the behaviours we find are very like those reported here for the N c = N f = 3 QCD case so we do not present them here.
Naively one would set µ = ρ to place the perturbative running in the holographic model. As one runs down from the UV, γ eventually runs through 1 at the scale Λ QCD and the BF bound is violated for the scalar L. L becomes unstable and develops a vev corresponding to chiral condensation. With µ = ρ this instability triggers an unbounded growth of L in the IR. This unbounded behaviour should be cut off when L ∼ Λ QCD -the simplest way to encode this is to set µ = ρ 2 + L 2 (and indeed this is the typical functional form in top down models of chiral symmetry breaking such as in the D3/D7 system [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] ). We will therefore adopt this simple ansatz.
Given a choice of the running of γ, the Euler-Lagrange equation for L can be solved numerically. To achieve the chiral limit one requires L → 0 as ρ → ∞ so m = 0.
The IR boundary condition following from variation of the action is ∂ ρ L = 0. We choose to impose this at the scale where L = ρ, corresponding to the on mass shell condition for the quark. If we were to extend the theory below this scale, we would have to include the decoupling of the quarks from the QCD running below that scale. This is not necessary to study the chiral condensation.
We now have a model of the chiral dynamics of QCD that we can use to investigate the additional effects of temperature and magnetic field.
III. FINITE TEMPERATURE
Finite temperature can be included in the model by replacing the background metric by AdS-Schwarzschild with the horizon at r = r H [39] ,
where r H is proportional to the temperature (T = r H /π). The action for L becomes
Again naively one would set r = ρ but, as for the ∆m 2 term discussed above, we want the field L to decouple from the IR dynamics when it is large (a very heavy quark will be indifferent to a very low temperature) and so we instead adopt
Most simply one would set κ = 1. Here one again seeks numerical solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations subject to L → 0 as ρ → ∞ to describe massless quarks. In the IR one chooses either ∂ ρ L = 0 at the on-mass shell condition or for the end point of the flow to lie on the black hole. As shown in ing solution which at low temperatures emerges from the L=0 embedding and then moves up to join the solution off the black hole at higher temperature. This extra solution corresponds to the local maximum of the effective potential between the chiral symmetry breaking and the chirally symmetric solutions.
As pointed out in [62] , lower values of κ turn the transition second order. In the second order case there is again an horizon ending solution for L but it now emerges at low T from the chiral symmetry breaking solution and then moves to merge with the L = 0 embedding at higher temperature. In Fig 3, we plot the chiral condensate, σ, against T for κ = 0.05. In Fig 4, we show the explicit second-order behaviour at κ = 0.05 by plotting the embeddings of the scalar L in the chiral limit (i.e. L(ρ → ∞) = 0) as the temperature is increased towards the critical value. At ρ = 1 it is already evident that the value of the condensate, proportional to the gradient of the embedding ∂ ρ L| ρ→∞ , decreases with increasing temperature. Moreover, as we approach the critical temperature, the angle subtended by the arc of the black-hole horizon between L(ρ) and L = 0 decreases smoothly to zero at T = T c . Above this value only the flat, chirally symmetric L = 0 embedding exists.
It's important to stress the physics of the two continuous transitions shown in Fig 4. At low temperatures the embedding lies off the black hole horizon and small fluctuations about the embedding are associated with mesonic modes [45] . They are stable in this phase. When the embedding moves on to the black hole the mesonic fluctuations become replaced by quasi-normal modes that describe unstable plasma fluctuations [65] -the mesons of the theory have melted. The configuration then continues to evolve with T until a flat embedding is reached and chiral symmetry is restored. Clearly in a second order transition these two transitions must be separate and the meson melting must occur earlier.
In the effective description of the model we view κ as a parameter one must adjust to correctly reproduce the expected phase structure at a given N c , N f . To represent QCD we will choose the second order behaviour and κ = 0.05. We will use the value of r H at which the transition occurs at B = 0 to set the scale of the radial energy direction, ρ, in the holographic model. We set T C0 = 160MeV.
IV. MAGNETIC FIELD
Background U(1) B electromagnetic fields are introduced into AdS/CFT via sources for the operatorqγ µ q [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . These operators are described by a bulk, massless U(1) gauge field. The quark condensate has no baryon number charge so interactions will be products between the field L plus its derivative ∂ ρ L and F 2 . The leading two terms in an expansion in L are
In the case of a fixed external magnetic field, including the metric factors, F 2 = B 2 /ρ 4 and we will treat a and b as phenomenological parameters. The a term is then a direct B dependent contribution to the running of the L mass or anomalous dimension of the quark condensate. Clearly choice of the sign of a can favour or disfavour chiral condensation by effecting where the BF bound is violated. The b term, again depending on the sign, either favours or disfavours curvature in the L profile which again encourages or discourages L to take up a profile away from L = 0 (the chirally symmetric state). Note that the magnetic field now enters into the action in the combinations aB 2 and bB 2 so it is possible by choice of the magnitude of a and b to move the scale of effects in B.
Interestingly, only the second term has temperature dependence when one naively inserts the metric factors (from the ρ index contraction in (∂ ρ L)
2 ). This term decreases as one approaches the black hole horizon. One can hope to play these two terms off against each other. At zero temperature the second term might dominate and favour chiral condensation. At finite temperature though it will be less favoured and the first term might take over suppressing chiral condensation. This is our initial strategy to realize the observed pattern of catalysis and inverse catalysis with temperature.
The numerical analysis is again to find the solutions for L at each value of T and B for our chosen values of a, b and κ, N f =N c =3. For κ of order one the thermal transition is first order. The embedding profile for L jumps from a solution off the black hole to the flat embedding ending on the horizon. The transition is driven by the black hole "eating" the L = 0 configuration until its action is less than the chiral symmetry breaking embedding. For this reason the chirally symmetric low T phase is fairly insensitive to the temperature and it is very hard to engineer T dependent behaviour. The only shifts from magnetic catalysis to inverse catalysis that we can find occur when the a and b terms are so finely tuned that they have negligible net effect at T = 0. The catalysis effect is well below a percent. We conclude that the QCD behaviour with B, T is a result of the second order transition behaviour.
Hence we turn to κ = 0.05 as an example of a model with a second order transition. For each point in the a, b plane we can plot the condensate against T at non-zero B. In all cases the transitions are second order. An example curve is shown in Fig 3 for a case where the condensate is enhanced at small T but suppressed at T T c .
In Fig 5, we show the phase structure of the model in terms of the phenomenological parameters a and b. This a−b phase space comprises four different sectors; a region in which the chiral condensate, σ, is always enhanced relative to no external magnetic field, a region in which σ is always suppressed relative to no external magnetic field and two regions where it is either enhanced at low temperatures and suppressed at high temperatures or vice versa.
The value of the critical temperature of the chiral phase transition is dependent on how the external magnetic field affects the value of the condensate. If at high temperatures the value of the condensate is suppressed due to inverse magnetic catalysis, the value of the critical temperature is reduced, see an example in Fig 6, or if enhanced at high temperatures the critical temperature 1.05
Lattice Fit
FIG. 6: Plots of the critical temperature against eB, TC0 = 160MeV. We show the best fit lattice data taken from [8] and the holographic models best fit to that data (κ = 0.05, a = 0, b = 0.037). We also show the holographic models prediction for another value of b = 0.33 -the model depends on the quantity bB 2 so the eB axis is simply rescaled by this change.
is increased.
The Lattice QCD data from [7] , shown in Fig 1, indicates a non-trivial relationship between the chiral condensate and the strength of the external magnetic field. At low temperatures, magnetic catalysis of the condensate is apparent and at temperatures approaching the critical value, there is a suppression of the condensate with B (or inverse magnetic catalysis). This, first of all, points us to working in the top centre quadrant of the a − b plane seen in Fig 5. It is encouraging that the holographic model can incorporate the QCD behaviour although the freedom of the a, b parameter space suggested it should be possible.
A further interesting feature of the lattice plot is that for a narrow range of temperatures approaching the critical value, σ(B) behaves non-monotonically, indicating magnetic catalysis for small values of the magnetic field but as the strength of the external B-field is increased, the field catalyses a suppression -we will refer to this intermediate behaviour as the 'cross-over' regime. One question we could ask of our model is whether or not this cross-over behaviour can be obtained if one were to select values of the phenomenological parameters a and b to be inside the appropriate sector of the a − b plane.
The key observation that allows us to achieve this crossover behaviour in the holographic model is to notice that the appropriate quadrant in Fig 5 contains the b axis where a = 0. Intriguingly the b term alone can generate magnetic catalysis at low temperatures but inverse catalysis at higher temperatures. Further exploration shows that the reason is that the term acts differently on black hole embeddings and non-black hole embeddings. In Fig  7 we show the effect of B on the embeddings at an intermediate temperature T = 0.75T c . At zero B we are still in the phase before the mesons have melted. As B rises in the theory with just the b interaction term, derivatives are encouraged in the UV but not close to the horizon where the b term dies due to its T dependence. The result is that in the IR the B field moves the embedding towards a melted phase whilst the UV condensate grows. Once the embedding is brought onto the black hole further B moves the embedding down the horizon and then decreases the UV condensate. We did not deliberately engineer this behaviour but it does match the observed lattice results.
One can now survey the a, b, κ space for the best fit to the QCD behaviour. We have found a decent fit to the QCD behaviour when we take κ = 0.05 and a = 0. To fit b we have used the lattice fit in [8] for the temperature dependence of the critical temperature in the theory.
There they fit the form
where e 2 /4π = 1/137. The lattice results find central values, from fitting to the the light quark condensate, α = 0.54 and β = 0.82. In Fig 6 we show our fit to this data for b -the lattice and holographic models can be made to lie very close to each other when b = 0.037 -the holographic model best fits the functional form with α = 0.78 and β = 1.08. Now, with all parameters fixed, we can plot the fractional change in the condensate against eB at different T as shown in Fig 2. We see the enhancement of the condensate at zero temperature but a suppression near the critical value. Of course it should be reiterated that without the lattice data already in place, we do not know a priori which values of a and b should be chosen to best fit QCD. Having chosen these appropriate values for the parameters a and b, it is no surprise that we reproduce the expected enhancement and suppression of σ at low and high temperatures respectively. More remarkable however, as we have discussed, we also find the cross-over regime needed by Fig 1. For intermediate temperatures, a transition occurs at some value of B at which the condensate switches from increasing to decreasing with an increasing magnetic field strength. The turn over point of this transition can be identified in the holographic model as the value of the magnetic field at which the chiral embedding switches from being off the black hole to being a solution ending on the black hole i.e. the meson melting phase transition. The match between Fig 1 and Fig 2 is not perfect -the holographic model has less catalysis at low T and too much inverse catalysis at higher T but the general structure is similar. We hope that we have learnt from the holographic model that the meson melting behaviour is key to the structure of the transitions seen with B.
V. QUARK MASS
It is straightforward to include quark mass into the analysis. The asymptotic value of the field L is simply the quark mass (as discussed under (2)) and we can set it to some finite value at a large UV scale. To compute the quark condensate one should determine the derivative with respect to m of the Lagrangian evaluated on the vacuum solution. Since the relevant action terms are of the form L 2 there is a leading quadratically divergent piece m 2 Λ 2 U V which gives a divergent contribution to the condensate which we subtact. The cross term takes the form mσ and therefore σ remains as the leading finite condensate term. We have repeated our analysis for the parameters used to draw Fig 2 but with varying UV quark mass. We show the variation in the quark condensate with B in Fig 8. Raising the mass moves the B at which inverse catalysis takes over from catalysis to higher values. Since the effective theory does not apply at B field values that begin to probe the asymptotically free regime, and since perturbative analysis suggest only magnetic catalysis, this suggests that our results might smoothly move to an absence of catalysis at large m. It is indeed found on the lattice that inverse catalysis results only for small quark masses.
VI. CONCLUSION
Lattice data [7] indicates that at low temperatures the QCD condensate is enhanced in the presence of an external magnetic field, whilst close to the transition temperature, the magnetic field strength induces inverse magnetic catalysis of the condensate, suppressing its value.
We have presented an AdS/QCD model with the running of the anomalous dimension ofinserted by hand to match a particular theory -in our case N c = N f = 3, chiral QCD. The field holographic to the quark bilinear, L, is adjusted so that is has a mass dependent on the radial coordiate of the bulk AdS-space. This is equivalent to introducing an anomalous dimension in the field theory, in essence making the field theory dynamical. Temperature can be introduced through a black hole geometry and we included a phenomenological parameter κ [62] that allows us to engineer a second order chiral phase transition with temperature as observed in lattice QCD. We set the holographic energy scale by the position of the B = 0 phase transition at T C0 = 160MeV.
Magnetic field enters the holographic model through two terms linking the condensate and a bulk baryon number gauge field (13) . We have shown (see Fig 5) that, for the zero quark mass theory, magnetic catalysis at low T and inverse catalysis at high T can be achieved in the parameter space of the model. The model also provides for free an explanation of the non-monotonic behaviour of the condensate with B at intermediate T seen on the lattice -compare the lattice data in Fig 1 and the holographic model's equivalent plot in Fig 2. In the holographic model the turn over is associated with a second order meson melting transition which occurs at a lower T than the chiral transition. As the quark mass is raised form zero, the scale in B at which inverse catalysis sets in grows. Since the model is not valid at too large B this suggests the physics of large mass quarks is dominated by catalysis rather than inverse catalysis. This behaviour may be useful for understanding the observed lattice QCD data.
